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THE BRAND FOR THOSE IN THE KNOW

In 2017/18, KÄSTLE presents the largest revamp to its collection in recent years 

Since 2015, Austria’s traditional brand KÄSTLE has been back on home ground and things are really blooming in their 
beloved home of Hohenems. The Austrian ski manufacturer’s appearance at the ISPO in Munich will be marked by its 
most extensive collection revamp in recent years for winter 2017/18, representing the latest step in its 90 year history. 

KÄSTLE believes strongly in the “Made in Austria” ethic. All of its skis are produced exclusively in Austria, limited 
production runs and prototypes are made by hand at its own facilities in Hohenems. Through the founding of KÄSTLE 
Technology, the company is now able to offer its expertise in fibre and particle reinforced composite materials for other 
sports, and even the automotive industry. Shells for artificial toboggan runs, carbon water skis, diving boards, protec-
tors and acoustic insulation are all made with KÄSTLE technology. This allows KÄSTLE to transfer knowledge gained in 
ski production to other areas, but also to integrate new technologies within ski manufacturing. 

KÄSTLE believes in tradition, experience and those experts in their game, whose beaming “goggle faces” feature in the 
new marketing campaign. David Lama, Lorraine Huber and Chris Davenport know exactly why KÄSTLE is the right choice 
for them. With KÄSTLE you will feel the real passion of snow skiing and experience true authenticity. The connection 
to home is also extremely important to the entire KÄSTLE family. Their employees and brand ambassadors all enjoy 
coming together in the place where it all began, 90 years ago, to share their knowledge in performance products. This 
is what makes the KÄSTLE vision and philosophy unique.

The 2017/18 Collection

The KÄSTLE Collection covers on-piste, all-mountain, freeride and touring. The Winter 2017/18 Collection redesigns 
the classics and improves on the most popular items. For instance, the new RX12 with a racing-inspired sidecut is now 
available in SL and GS, ensuring it will make even more fans on-piste with its new design features. Skiers seeking a com-
fortable ride will love the forgiving LX line, with improved comfort and new sidewall construction, as well as KÄSTLE’s 
on-piste signature performance. The success of the MX series in all-mountain skiing continues to pick up the pace in the 
Winter2017/18 Collection. Exactly 10 years since KÄSTLE launched the MX88 together with its patented hollow tech, 
they are celebrating the birth of this classic with a limited edition, exclusive MX88 Anniversary model. Just 188 units will 
be produced, all hand-crafted.

Within all-mountain freeride, the FX is clearly miles ahead, turning exquisitely on-piste and with sufficient lift across coun-
try. In deep snow, the BMX is still in a league of its own and covers the entire spectrum. Both redesigned FX and BMX 
models will hit the shops in 2017/18. The benchmark in touring is and will 
always be the TX line. It has already exceeded all expectations in the current 
season and they will be no holding it back in 2017/18. 

KÄSTLE does not just supply insiders with skis, it also offers bindings and 
poles. They have the right connections between ski and boot for on-piste, 
all-mountain, freeride and touring – from the light, new K10 SLR PRO set 
for LX series, the new K14 FREEFLXE EVO for better traction with RX to the 
new K13 and K16 models and the latest touring binding Free Tour 12 2.0 at 
just 375 grams. New additions to poles in 2017/18 include the Vario CA, a 
versatile touring pole, as well as the K100, a premium carbon pole and the 
K70, a strong freeride pole. 


